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Find your truthFind your truth
Know where you’re goingKnow where you’re going

 

 

Launching your golf ball onto a soaring and accurate trajectory is one of the

most satisfying feelings in golf. Most golfers are playing with a lie angle that

makes this more difficult than it should be.
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1 degree makes a big difference

When your lie angle is out by just 1 degree, you can stray up to 10 feet wide

of your target. That’s the difference between a birdie opportunity and a

pressure putt to save par.

 

Hitting more accurate approach shots transforms your playing experience.

If you’re unsure about your lie angle, when we next see you, let’s talk about

it, or

Start a conversation now >Start a conversation now >

 
 

Send us your swing.Send us your swing.
Up and down in fewer shots.

 

We can help you turn every chip shot into a scoring opportunity, without

you having to leave your home. Send us two videos of yourself chipping,

and when you’re next on course you can put us to the test.

https://tpcriversbend.glflocker.com


 

 

Video enables us to see exactly what’s happening through impact. We’ll

look at things like your tempo, wrist action and weight distribution. See

filming tips below.

 

 

Filming tips for chipping (behind and face on)

- Hold phone camera at hand height.

- Ensure your whole body is in the frame.

- Film in good lighting.

 



 

 

 

Email your video to us. We’ll analyze your swing and give you specific

game-improvement tips and drills. And don’t worry, your video won’t be

shared with anyone, it’s between you and your pro.

 

More certainty around the greensMore certainty around the greens



Using video to improve your chipping is one of many ways we can help you

play better golf. Let us know what you’d like to improve and we’ll start your

journey to better, right away.

Contact us >Contact us >
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any queries contact us on 513 677 0550.
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